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LandViewer Weekly Crop Consultants’ Review

Week Ending July 4th

LANDVIEWER CROP CONSULANTS SERVICES

• 12 independent crop consultants with an 
average of 22 years of experience

• Weekly Update on Area Crop Conditions

• Pictures and commentary available on 
Genscape’s webpage

• Alerts posted when significant events occur

Pictured Above: 2014 Corn Condition Rating for Week Ending July 4th. 

Jon Gilbert 
Ipswich, SD 

The crop progress over the past week has been great.  The corn has really taken off with 
the warm weather and is now in the V8 to V11 stage.  There will be some shoulder high 
corn by the 4th of July; most of our corn should be waist high by the 4th.   The area has 
more than adequate soil moisture over almost all of the trade territory, with some small 
pockets of too much water.  Overall the corn is in good condition. In addition, Ipswich 
was just about exactly at our average for GDU on July 1st.

Soybeans have also really taken off in the last week with most all of the beans in the 4th 
to 7th trifoliate.  Some areas of our trade territory have yellow beans from a little too 
much rain but are now starting to look much better.  

 

 

 

Ipswich, South Dakota Corn Crop Ipswich, South Dakota  Soybeans
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Bruce Nowlin 
Lake Crystal, MN 

Cool wet weather continues to persist in Southern Minnesota.  There has not been a lot 
of rain this week but few decent drying days have occurred.  Cloudy, misty weather has 
been the story this week.

The corn crop continues to look ragged and fields are water logged with many areas of 
yellow corn. The corn growth stages range from V7 to V10.  While most field activity is 
over for corn, there is certainty that many growers will try to add additional nitrogen.  
The corn crop in this area is rated as average at this time.

Danny Greene 
Franklin, IN 

“Popcorn” rains have been “popping” up several days a week with all areas having 
enough rain to keep the soils moist yet, very few areas are ponding.  Some localized rain 
events included strong winds. Corn is still progressing very rapidly with excellent color in 
most fields in South Central Indiana.  Corn growth stages range from V8 to R1 (Silk). The 
yield potential of most corn acres is “excellent”. The area is on track for yields similar 
to 2013; stands are good.  With the moisture, heat, and an excellent vegetative phase 
the area expects great pollination and ear development.  Corn rootworm beetles have 
been spotted in a few fields, however, the abundant silk growth and pollen are expected 
to be adequate.   Current (but still minor) threats to yield include leaf disease from the 
abundant moisture environment and European corn borer damage to non-Bt corn.   
Some farmers are spraying or preparing to spray for these threats.

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 
(2 pm, looking East ). R1 corn.  No pollen is 

shedding yet, but silks are starting to emerge.  
Healthy plant top to bottom.

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 
(4:30 pm looking East). A day after a rain/wind 

event. V14 pre-tassel corn like this will likely recover 
with minimal yield loss.  
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Randy Darr 
Shipman, IL 

The area did not receive rain this week.  This is the first time it hasn’t rained in 7 
consecutive days since early June.  The corn in Southwestern Illinois and Central Illinois 
still looks fabulous.  Tasseling began this week and will continue through the area for a 
few weeks.  The soil moisture is excellent for the time being.  One more good rain and 
the corn crop is made and it may not need that.  

Shipman, IL Corn Crop

Don Brucker 
Chenoa, IL 

The area had spotty rain and cool temperatures this week.  The majority of corn is on the 
V14 stage with some pushing or real close to pushing tassel.   Thoughts will be turning to 
fungicide spraying in the next 2 weeks. The total rainfall for July at the Weston location is 
at 1.14 inches.  The current year’s growing degree days has reached 1330 with the average 
for this time of year being 1511 GDD’s.  The crop continues to look excellent with cool 
temperatures and a chance of rain for all of next week.

Chenoa, IL Corn CropChenoa, IL Corn Crop
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Greg Kneubuhler 
Harlan, IN

The area has received consistent rains over the last several days.  The corn crop is still 
rated as good to excellent.  There are however pockets within our region that have 
received excessive rain, resulting in setting the crop back.  Most areas will recover just 
fine.  A 60 to 70 mph wind storm came through this week and greensnap several corn 
fields.  It is estimated 95% or more of the corn was just leaning but has recovered from 
that already. Soybean spraying has been in full swing.  Most soybeans are closing the 
rows.  The excessive wet weather has held some beans back but, they should recover 
adequately.  The forecast is cooler for several days and dry until next week; a dry stretch 
would help the crops.  The area will be near tassel on all the early corn in another week 
or so.

Harlan, IN Corn Crop

Stan Schaaf
Villisca, IA 

The week of July 4th in Southwestern Iowa started with a threat of very strong storms 
over the weekend but these storms did not occur. Four inches of rain fell and very 
muggy air gave way to cool temperatures in the mid part of the week.  

  The corn looks great over the area.  Corn fields are in a variety of growth stages; a 
farm with ankle high corn in one field and has shoulder high corn right beside it.  This 
is due to the earlier hail and replant.  Many fields are shooting tassels and if the cool 
weather continues that will be good for pollination in the near future.  The corn stalk 
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Darin Kennelly 
Yates City, IL 

This week has been cooler in West Illinois, with average highs in the mid 70’s but ranged 
from the mid 60’s to mid 80’s.  The lows averaged in the mid 60’s and reached as low 
as mid 50’s.  Rainfall continues to be inconsistent with amounts very similar to the last 
couple of weeks, ranging from 1 to 6 inches.  

The corn continues to look excellent as it is getting plenty of moisture and not a lot of 
standing water.  In the south side of the territory about 40% of the corn is starting to 
tassel but, Middle and Northern Illinois has not started yet.  The weather forecast for 
the next week has highs in the mid 80’s. Coupling temperature with plenty of moisture 
should result in a really good week for pollination for growers in the south.  There are 
areas that have received a lot of wind with storms causing some leaning corn and green 
snapped corn. Overall the area is still on track for a potential record corn crop.

There are areas where the soybeans look good yet, most of the soybeans look average 
to below average because of the high rainfall in most areas and cool temperatures.  

Shannon Gomes 
Decorah, IA 

Rain has finally subsided in the area. The total rain for the month of June ranged from 12 to 16 
+ inches.  Some fields are showing signs of soil saturation with corn yellow and stunted.  Mostly 
this appears to be late planted corn fields (May 20-26).   Surprisingly, most fields are in excellent 
condition  with no apparent nitrogen deficencies showing up.   Corn growth stage ranges from 
V8 to V11.  Soybean growth stage ranges from V4 to R1.  Many soybean fields are needing a 
second herbicide application.

No insect or disease activity has been noted during this week’s scouting.   Weeds are the primary 
pest that need to be managed and mostly in soybean fields.  Fields that had a good foundation 
preplant herbicide application are weed free.There have been small localized areas of hail 
damage found in Butler and Bremer Counties near the town of Clarkesville , Iowa. The yield 
damage estimate at this time is sketchy as there needs to be a 10-14 waiting period to get a 
better assessment.

Decorah, IA Corn Crop
Decorah, IA Soybeans
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John Harker
Spencer, IA 

This crop moisture index map of the country through June 28th describes the most 
significant factor in Iowa presently as all nine regions of the state were rated abnormally 
moist to excessively moist.  http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/
regional_monitoring/cmi.gif

Rains in Northwestern Iowa have been around an inch or less over the weekend, allowing 
some fields to dry out sufficiently for spraying or other field activity.  Most rivers and streams 
are now below the flood stage.  Despite record rainfall totals in the latter half of June, the 
majority of crops look very good.  The best corn fields are about five feet tall and some bean 
fields have reached 12 to 15 inches tall on 30 inch rows that are about 80% closed.  Some 
regions affected by slower drainage that were planted later are variable in height; corn 
ranging from 2 to 3 feet tall and beans anywhere from 4 to 10 inches tall.  There are also 
areas of drowned out corn and beans.  Some of these drown out areas still had ponding 
this morning therefore, replant on bean areas is still days or a week away with no further 
rain. Yet, some rain is forecasted for over the weekend.  As in the last several weeks corn 
color is excellent deep green. Similarly the fields are a deep green color in most bean fields.  
Temperatures reaching the upper 80’s and low 90’s over the weekend should promote 
continued rapid growth amid the good to excess moisture conditions.

Sioux City, Iowa reported a total June rainfall of 16.8 inches while some areas, 10 to 20 
miles east, had totals of 20 to 22 inches.  Those areas are expected to have more significant 
problems than other areas. 

Spencer, IA Soybeans
Spencer, IA Corn Crop
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Randy Darr 
101 1st St. 
Shipman, IL 62685

Approximately 5% of the corn crop has been planted in south-western Illinois and 
northwestern Missouri.

Jay Johnson
Beaman, IA

 Locally the area has received an additional 5 to 7 inches of rain since the last report.  
That puts the total around 16 inches of rain the month of June.  The state climatologist 
reported that this is the 3rd wettest June on record for Iowa, state wide.

 The area did have some crop damage from the wind.  Green snap in corn ranged from 
0 to 12%, this is common.  Due t the soil being so wet it appears that the corn leaned 
rather than breaking.  Only a few small areas of have received hail but it was not severe, 
it just stripped leaves and did not cut much.  There has been some more nitrogen 
shortage showing up, but with the leaning corn few rescue attempts will be made.  
Due to last week’s weather, the crop rating would be 65% good to excellent with more 
slipping to the good range.

The Iowa River at Marshalltown has flooded all the roads into Marshalltown from the 
north.  What is usually a 15 minute commute is now over 45 minutes for our local 
workers.

In addition to the rain, there have been high winds.  It is estimated that the area lost 
between 5 to 10 % its mature trees.  Some of them have their tops taken out and 
others just uprooted due to the wet soils.  

 

Beaman, IA Corn Crop Beaman, IA Corn Crop
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David Sever 
Washington Courthouse, OH

Corn: Maturity VT

Soybeans: Maturity R1

Soil Moisture: High to excessive

Overall Rating: Good to Very Good

The area is still receiving scattered showers and thunder storms, with some receiving as 
much as 3inches. Fortunately, the area has not received any high winds or hail.  The corn 
is still progressing nicely. However, a field or two is starting to show signs of drought 
stress. These were later planted in less than ideal conditions. Corn in the last couple of 
days is moving into the VT stage of growth. Overall the crop still looks good but there 
are areas that are going to start to struggle moving deeper into summer months. The 
disease and insect pressure remain low.

Washington Courthouse, OH Corn Crop


